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Abstract
An index of per capita recruitment (PCR) is proposed such that

where R1 is the proportion of age-l animals sampled in year y and M is the post-recruit
mortality rate. The intent of the index is to facilitate investigation of reproductive success
and the factors postulated to affect it. The formulation of PCR is based on the assumptions
that: (i) post-recruit mortality does not vary over age or between years; (ii) 100%of age-l
animals spawn; (iii) a representative sample of the population is available; and (iv) the
proportion of age-l animals in the sample can be determined unambiguously. Normal,
lognormal and uniform probability distributions of RI, and three levels of M were
assumed in order to investigate the resulting distributions of PCR. Distributions of PCR
are skewed toward higher values such that the dynamic range of PCR is largest with high
values of R1; increasingM tends to offset this effect but only slightly. A simple population
model was then constructed to test the sensitivity of PCR to relaxation of its underlying
assumptions. PCR is not biased relative to recruits per spawner when mortality is
constant over all ages and years, and when all age-l animals spawn. These conclusions
are insensitive to changes in the shape of the functional relationship between spawners
and recruits. PCR is biased low with age-specific decline in mortality and reduction in the
proportion of age-l spawners. Introducing year-to-year random variability in both
mortality and proportion of age-l spawners resulted in broader distributions of PCR
relative to recruits per spawner but did not appear to introduce additional bias. On
average, PCR will underestimate recruits per spawner by 30% if reasonable assumptions
are made regarding the variability of mortality and the proportion of age-l spawners. The
effectivenessof PCR to track changes in recruits per spawner over time was confirmed by
introducing cycles in the shape of the functional relationship between spawners and
recruits. PCR was also able to track cycles in recruits per spawner after a 20% random
sampling error was added to the value of R1 used in the calculation of PCR and year-toyear random variability in mortality and proportion of age-l spawners was introduced,
although errors were larger. A time series of PCR for Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba)
sampled in the vicinity of the South Shetland Islands from 1979 to 1998 is presented.
Resume
Un indice de recrutement par t@te(PCR) est propose tel que

dans lequel R1 est la proportion d'individus d'5ge 1echantillonnes en l'annee y et M est le
taux de mortalite des post-recrues. L'objectif de l'indice est de faciliter l'etude du succi.s
reproductif et des facteurs presumes l'affecter. La formulation de PCR repose sur
plusieurs hypothPses : i) la mortalit6 des post-recrues ne varie pas en fonction de l'bge ni
d'une annke 21 une autre; ii) 100% des individus d'5ge 1 se reproduisent; iii) on dispose
d'un kchantillon representatif de la population; et iv) la proportion des individus d'bge 1
dans l'kchantillon peut Gtre determinee sans ambiguite. Les distributions de probabilite
normale, lognormale et uniforme de RI, ainsi que trois niveaux de M sont avances afin
d'etudier les distributions obtenues de PCR. Ces dernii.res distributions sont biaisees a la
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hausse pour que l'intervalle dynamique le plus eleve de PCR corresponde aux valeurs
elevkes de R I ; toute augmentation de la valeur de M tend a contrebalancer trPs 16gPrement
cet effet. Un modPle simple de la population est ensuite Plabore pour tester la sensibilite
de PCR 5 un assouplissement des hypothPses fondamentales. Le PCR n'est pas biaise
relativement aux recrues par reproducteur lorsque la mortalite est constante pour tous les
Bges et toutes les annees, et lorsque tous les individus d'Bge 1 se reproduisent. Ces
conclusions ne sont pas sensibles aux changements dans la forme de la relation
fonctionnelle entre les reproducteurs et les recrues. Le PCR est biaise 5 la baisse avec le
declin specifique a l'bge de la mortalite et la reduction de la proportion des reproducteurs
d'bge 1. L'introduction d'une variabilite aleatoire dfann6e en annee tant de la mortalit6
que de la proportion des reproducteurs d'bge 1 a pour resultat des distributions plus
larges de PCR relativement aux recrues par reproducteur mais ne semble pas introduire
de biais supplkmentaire. En moyenne, le PCR sous-estimera les recrues par reproducteur
de 30% si les hypothPses avancPes sont raisonnables en ce qui concerne la variabilitg de la
mortalit6 et la proportion des reproducteurs d'2ge 1. L'efficacite du PCR pour suivre les
changements de recrues par reproducteur au fil du temps est confirmee par l'introduction
de cycles sous la forme de relation fonctionnelle entre les reproducteurs et les recrues. Le
PCR est egalement capable de suivre les cycles de recrues par reproducteur, une fois une
erreur aleatoire d'echantillonnage de 20% ajoutee a la valeur de R1 utilisee dans le calcul
du PCR et qu'une variabilite aleatoire d'annee en annee de la mortalite et de la proportion
des reproducteurs d'Bge 1 a et6 introduite, bien que les erreurs soient plus importantes.
Une serie chronologique de PCR est presentee pour le krill antarctique (Eupkattsia supeuba)
echantillonne a proximite des iles Shetland du Sud de 1979 a 1998.
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Resumen
Se propone un indice de reclutamiento per capita (PCR)tal que

donde R1 es la proporcion de animales de 1afio de edad muestreados en un aiio y, y M es
la tasa de mortalidad despues del reclutamiento. El objetivo del indice es facilitar la
investigacion del exito reproductor y de 10s factores que supuestamente le afectan. La
formulaci6n del PCR se basa en las siguientes suposiciones: (i) la mortalidad posterior de
reclutas no cambia con la edad o de un aiio a otro; (ii) 100% de 10s animales de un afio
desovan; (iii) se dispone de una muestra representativa de la poblacicin; y (iv) la
proporcion de animales de 1 aiio en la muestra puede determinarse sin ambigiiedad. Se
adoptaron distribuciones normales, lognormales y uniformes de la probabilidad de R1, y
tres niveles de M a fin de investigar las distribuciones resultantes de PCR. Las
distribuciones de PCR estan sesgadas hacia valores mas altos de manera que el margen
dinamico de PCR es mayor cuando 10s valores de R1 son altos; un aumento en M tiende a
compensar levemente este efecto. Se elabor6 un mode10 simple de la poblacion para
estudiar la sensitividad de PCR a una relajacion de las suposiciones basicas. El PCR no
esta sesgado en relacion a 10s reclutas por reproductor cuando la mortalidad se mantiene
constante a travbs de 10s aiios y edades, y cuando todos 10s animales de 1 afio desovan.
Estas conclusiones no son afectadas por 10s cambios en la forma de la relacion funcional
entre reproductores y reclutas. El sesgo del PCR tiende a la subestimaci6n debido a la
disminucion de la mortalidad relacionada especificamente con la edad y la reduccion en
la proporcion de reproductores de 1 aiio de edad. La introduccion de variabilidad al azar
de un aiio a otro en la mortalidad y en la proporcion de reproductores de 1aiio produjo
distribuciones m& amplias de PCR en relacion con 10s reclutas por reproductor, per0 no
parece haber introducido un sesgo adicional. En general, el PCR subestimara en 30% el
numero de reclutas por reproductor si se hacen suposiciones razonables en cuanto a la
variabilidad de la mortalidad y la proporcion de reproductores de 1 aiio. Se confirm6 la
eficacia del PCR en la detecci6n de cambios en 10s reclutas por reproductor en el tiempo
mediante la introduccion de ciclos de forma identica a la de la relacion funcional entre
reproductores y reclutas. El PCR tambien sirvio para detectar ciclos en 10s reclutas por
reproductor despues de introducir un error de muestreo aleatorio de 20% al valor de R1
utilizado en el calculo de PCR, y tambien despues de introducir una variabilidad aleatoria
en la mortalidad anual y en la proporcion de reproductores de 1 aiio, per0 10s errores
fueron mayores. Se presenta una serie cronologica de PCR para el kril antartico (Euphausia
superba) muestreado en 10s alrededores de las islas Georgias del Sur de 1979 a 1998.
Keywords: reproductive success, reproductive performance, year class strength, CCAMLR

INTRODUCTION
Results of field studies conducted in the South
Shetland Islands suggest that the population of
Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) in the southwest
Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean is sustained
by occasional strong year classes, that adult
reproductive output a n d pre-recruit survival
are affected b y physical a n d biological factors,
a n d that monitoring these factors will allow
short-term prediction of population growth

(Siege1 a n d Loeb, 1995; Loeb e t al., 1997). These
hypotheses are supported by evidence for multiyear coherence among physical a n d biological
parameters throughout the southwest Atlantic
sector (Report of the Workshop o n Area 48, see
SC-CAMLR, 1998).
These studies employed estimates of proportional
recruitment (RI) as a n index of the reproductive
performance of krill w h e n testing correlations
between reproductive performance a n d factors
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postulated to affect it. Estimates of R1 are derived
from an analysis of krill length-density data from
net samples (de la Mare, 1994)where R1 is defined
as the proportion of individuals in a given year of
sampling that fall within the year-l age class. R1 is
indexed to the preceding year, the year in which
age-l krill were spawned*.
As a measure of reproductive performance
R 1 combines two processes which may or may
not be independent: (i) the intensity, timing and
duration of spawning; and (ii) the survival of young
through the egg and larval stages. While it may be
appropriate to monitor these processes separately,
no time series of observations of Antarctic krill are
available to do so. Alternatively, krill length-density
distributions are available from annual surveys in
the South Shetland Islands conducted over the
last two decades. Strong year classes are evident in
this time series, first appearing as a large mode
at 20 to 30 mm length and in subsequent years as
progressively longer length modes (Figure 1). The
20-year time series of R1 constructed from these
observations (Siege1 et al., 1998) has been used in
studies that attempt to identify the factors that
control krill reproductive performance.
In addition to compounding the results of two
processes, the use of R1 presents some interpretive
problems. Because R1 is a proportion, bounded
by 0 and 1, relative measures of reproductive
performance between years may be distorted,
harticularly at the high and low extremes. A more
appropriate measure would be the number of
recruits per spawner, or per capita recruitment
(PCR). Such a measure could be obtained with
surveys in successive years provided that each
survey circumscribed the same portion of the
population range. Unfortunately, this is rarely the
case. For the South Shetlands' surveys, the survey
area was fixed but the proportion of the population
within the area may have varied from year to year.

and survival of pre-recruits. The intent of the index
is to facilitate investigation of reproductive success
and the factors postulated to affect it.
In the following sections the index is derived
and its statistical properties relative to those of
R1 are described. The behaviour of the index is
investigated when the assumptions regarding
natural mortality are relaxed, and where recruitment
is specified (i) as a fixed function of spawners and
(ii) as a cyclic function of spawners. In the final
section, the time series of RI, derived from lengthdensity distributions in the South Shetland Islands,
is converted to a series of PCR indices for Antarctic
krill.

DERIVATION OF
AN INDEX OF PCR
The PCR index can be defined as the ratio of
the number of age-l animals and the number
of spawners that produced them. This may be
approximated as the ratio of age-l animals to the
rest of the recruited population with one year of
mortality removed:
PCRy_l=
(i'JRl)y

( i ' J ~ 2~ ()~~' I v -+1( i ' J ~ 3c ()~~' ) . - + ( N R ~e(M4)v-1
) ~ +. . .
where N is the population size; RI, R2, R3, R4 ...
are the proportions of N that are in the age-l, age-2,
age-3, age-4 ... year classes; M2,M3,Mq . . . the postrecruit mortality rates for age-2, age-3, age-4 ...
year classes; and y is an index of year. If it is
assumed that post-recruit mortality is constant
over all classes, the above expression reduces to:

PCRy-l

As an interim solution, this note presents a
possible index of PCR that is derived from an
estimate of R1 and several assumptions regarding
natural mortality. The index is a proxy for the
number of recruits per spawner, where recruits
and spawners are estimated from the same sample.
Recruits are estimated as the number of age-l
animals in the population and spawners are
estimated as the number of older animals adjusted
for one year of mortality. Similar to RI, the index
would measure the effectiveness of both spawning
*

=

jl-Rl,jeMI'

This formulation can be extended over a series
of Years by assuming that the variability of Postrecruit mortality is negligible when compared to
the variability of reproductive output and prerecruit survival:

Proportional recruitment should not be confused with absolute recruitment or the number of age-l animals entering
the adult population. It is possible that a high value of R1 during a period of low abundance is associated with
lower absolute recruitment than a low value of R 1 during a period of high abundance.
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An estimate of PCR can be generated from a
sample of the population if it is assumed that a
representative sample is available in the form of a
length-density distribution and that the proportion
of age-l animals (RI) can be unambiguously
determined. With respect to generating a time
series of PCR, it is not necessary to assume that the
same proportion of the population is sampled each
year, only that the sample is representative of the
total population.
Implicit in the above formulation is the
assumption that animals are fully recruited to the
adult population (i.e. spawn) at age-l. As such,
PCR can be calculated from the estimate of a
single population parameter (RI) and an assumed
mortality rate. Antarctic krill, however, appear to
spend one to two years in the juvenile and subadult stages and may not spawn until age 2 or
age 3 (Siegel, 1987). Because the denominator
includes non-spawners, PCR will therefore tend
to underestimate the true recruits per spawner.
Alternatively, the PCR index could be reformulated
to account for non-spawners. This would require
at least three additional parameters: the proportion
of age-l animals that are not spawning, the
proportion of age-2 animals in the population and
the proportion of age-2 animals that are not
spawning. In this paper I have used the simpler
formulation, with the understanding that the index
will be negatively biased to the extent that krill
delay reproduction. The extent of this bias with
respect to spawning by age-l animals is explored
in subsequent sections.

STATISTICAL PROPERTIES
As proposed, the PCR index is based on a
transformation of R1 and an assumption of M.
Unlike RI, which is constrained between zero and
one, PCR can range from zero to infinity, as R1
approaches l .
The statistical properties of PCR may be
examined by plotting the distribution of PCR
under various assumptions regarding the frequency
distribution of R1 and the assumed value of M.
Three distributions, each with a mean of 0.5,
were assumed for RI: (i) normal with a standard
deviation of 0.1; (ii) lognormal with a standard
deviation of 0.5; and (iii) uniform. X1 was further
*

constrained to 0 S R1 < 1. M ranged between 0.6
and 1.0". For each frequency distribution of RI,
1 000 values were drawn at random and PCR
calculated for several levels of M.
When R1 followed a normal distribution with a
mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.1, the
distribution of PCX was skewed slightly toward
higher values (skewness = 2.4). When the level of
mortality increased, the mean and mode of the
distributions of PCR decreased, although the rate
of change was slower with increasing mortality.
Skewness of the distributions of PCR remained
constant with changes in the level of mortality.
When R1 followed a lognormal distribution
with a mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.5,
the distribution of PCR was more skewed toward
higher values (skewness = 23.0). As expected,
increasing levels of mortality caused the mean and
mode of the distribution of PCR to decrease,
although the rate of change slowed with increasing
mortality.
When R1 followed a uniform distribution with
a mean of 0.5, the distribution of PCR was highly
skewed toward higher values (skewness = 28.4).
Again, increasing levels of mortality caused the
mean and mode of the distribution of PCR to
decrease, although the rate of change slowed with
increasing mortality.
The dynamic range of PCR thus increases with
an increase in RI, but decreases with an increase in
M (Figure 2). This is an advantage if small changes
in R1 are to be detected, particularly at the higher
values, which will tend to drive population
growth. Small changes in the assumed value of M,
particularly at high levels, will not greatly affect
the value of PCR over the normal range of RI. The
effect will become greater, however, at very high
values of RI.

RELAXATION OF ASSUMPTIONS
FIXED RECRUITMENT
In order to investigate the sensitivity of PCR to
the various assumptions, a simple population time
series was modelled. In this exercise, recruitment
was determined and the other parameters were
varied.

Siegel (1992)estimated the natural mortality (M) of krill was between 0.88 and 0.96 from catch-at-age data. Priddle
et al. (1988)estimated M to range between 0.8 and 1.35based on estimates of the von Bertalanffy growth constant
(K) and an assumed relationship between M and K. Siegel and Kalinowski (1994)estimated M to range between
0.66 and 0.92 based on an assumed relationship between longevity and mortality (Alagaraja,1984).
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Seven age classes constituted the recruited
population and the number of spawners equalled
the total of all age classes. Mortality was fixed
across all ages or set to decline exponentially, such
that:

where i > 1 indexes age class and a was the rate at
which mortality declined exponentially with age.
When a = 0, mortality was constant over all ages; as
a increased, age-specific mortality decreased at a
more rapid rate.

Although the size of the equilibrium spawning
population responds to changes in h, the equilibrium
values of R/S and PCR do not. For b = 1 000 and
c = l the following results:

A Beverton and Holt formulation was used to
define the numbers of recruits (R) as a function of
spawners (S), such that:

where R,,, was the maximum number of recruits
and b was the number of spawners that produced
0.5 R,,,. When b was small relative to S there was
little dependence of X on S and maximum
recruitment was possible over a wide range of
spawners. As b increased relative to S there was
more dependence of R on S.
The proportion of age-l spawners (c) varied
from 0 to 1, such that:

If c = 1all age-l animals spawned; as c approaches
zero fewer age-l animals spawned. Note that this
assumes that all age-2 animals spawn, which may
not be the case (Siegel, 1987). Partial spawning by
age-2 animals could have been accommodated by
adding another parameter. Similar to c, the effect
of this parameter would have been to reduce the
number of spawners, albeit to a lesser degree
because N2is reduced relative to N, by mortality.
The model was seeded with 1000 age-l animals
and R,, set to the same value. The number of
spawners divided into the number of age-l recruits
the following year (R/S) was defined as the real
PCR and compared to PCR calculated from RI.
The model was reiterated with a fixed set of
parameters until convergence was achieved and
the population was at equilibrium (usually less
than 50 iterations). As an example, if M, = 0.8, a = 0
(M constant over all ages), b = 100 (recruitment
relatively independent of spawners), and c = 1 (all
age-l animals spawn), the following results:

Age7

Spawners
(S)

R/S

R1

3.68

809.25

0.553

0.553

PCR

fCJ
R/S

0.555 1.005

The small difference between R/S and PCR
(positive bias) results from the contribution of the
oldest age class, which has left the population by
the following year and is not accounted for in the
calculation of PCR. This effect is diminished with
higher values of M and larger with lower values of
M, which controls the number of animals in the
oldest age class. Similarly, increasing the rate at
which mortality declines with age (a) has the effect
of increasing the proportion of animals in the
oldest age class, while causing an underestimate of
the true M used in the calculation of PCR. This
results in the largest negative bias between R/S and
PCR at high values of M, and a. If M, = 1.0, a = 0.5,
b = 100 and c = 1, the following results:
Age 1
(R)

Age2

Age3

Age4

Age5

Age6

966.24 526.83 364.67 291.74 254.82 234.73
Age7
223.33

Spawners
(S)

R/S

2 862.38

0.338

R1

PCR

f
C
J
R/S

0.338

0.187

0.555

The effects of M, and a on the ratio of PCR and
R/S are described in Figure 3 where it can be seen
that a has the largest effect.
The bias between PCR and R/S increases more if
less than 100% of age-l animals spawn. If M, = 0.8,
a = 0.0, b = 100 and c = 0 the following results:
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The ratio of PCR and R/S is further reduced to
0.325 if half of age-2 animals spawn and to 0.200 if
no age-2 animals spawn.
As a worse-case scenario, if M, = 1.0, a = 0.5,
age-1
'pawn) the
following results:
= looand c =

Age7

Spawners

R/S

R1

PCR

(S)
219.36

1 862.38

R/S
0.510

0.338

0.187

0.368

The bias of PCR relative to R/S can be visualised
by examining the surface of PCR/(R/S) as a function
of M, and c for three levels of a (Figure 4).
Decreasing c from 1to 0 increases the negative bias
of PCR relative to R/S for all levels of a, such that
when c = 0 the same degree of bias exists across all
levels of M,. Increasing a results in a reduction of
the range of PCR/(R/S) over the field of c and M,.
The largest contributor to bias between PCR and
R/S is variation in c, the proportion of age-l animals
that spawn. Partial spawning by age-2 animals
would further increase the bias such that the ratio
of PCR to R/S would be 0.317 if half of age-2
animals spawn and to 0.266 if no age-2 animals
spawn.
Year-to-year random variability in mortality
was introduced by restarting the model at its
equilibrium state and allowing M, to vary such
that:

where (M,), is age-l mortality in the jth iteration,
M,' is the initial value of M, and E is a random
variable. The model was reiterated 1 000 times
and the distribution of R/S compared with the
distribution of PCR.

When E followed a normal distribution with a
mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.1, M,*= 0.8,
a = 0, b = 100 and c = 1, the distributions of R/S and
PCR were near normal in shape. The distribution
of PCR was broader than that of R/S, but the
distribution of PCR/(R/S) had a mode near 1,
suggesting that the expected bias is negligible.
When E followed a uniform distribution with a
range between -0.2 and +0.2, the distribution of R/S
was uniform, but the distribution of PCR was nonuniform with lower values more common than
higher ones. The distribution of PCR/(R/S) was
also non-uniform with lower values more common
than higher ones, but asymmetrical about 1 such
that the mean of the distribution is near 1. In both
cases, when a was allowed to increase PCR became
negatively biased relative to R/S (expected value of
PCX/(R/S) was 0.885 and 0.634 for = 0.1 and 0.5
respectively).

a

Year-to-year random variability in the proportion
of age-l spawners was introduced by allowing c to
vary between 0 and 1 and reiterating the model
1000 times. When c followed a uruform distribution,
M, = 0.8, a = 0 and b = 100, the expected value of
PCR/(R/S) was 0.727. The negative bias of PCR
relative to R/S increased with increasing a (expected
value of PCR/(R/S) was 0.665 and 0.541 for a = 0.1
and 0.5 respectively).

A more realistic expectation of the behaviour of
PCR relative to R/S may be obtained by making
some reasonable assumptions. First, let M, range
from 0.6 to 1.0 with a uniform distribution; i.e. high
age-l mortality is equally plausible as low age-l
mortality and any value in between. Second, let a =
0; i.e. if high mortality is experienced by age-1
animals during a particular year the same will be
true for all ages. Third, let c range from 0 to 1 with
a uniform distribution, but allow it to be correlated
with E ( y 2 = -0.7); i.e. conditions that are associated
with low mortality tend to also be associated with
precocious spawning and vice versa. As before,
the model was reiterated 1 000 times and the
distribution of R/S compared with the distribution
of PCR. The distribution of R/S showed no central
tendency with lower values more common than
higher values. The distribution of PCR was more
uniform and the distribution of PCR/(R/S) was
asymmetrical about a mean of 0.712. As noted
above, the expected value of PCR/(R/S) would be
even lower if partial spawning by age-2 animals
was considered.
In summary:
(i)

The equilibrium values of the population
model indicate negligible bias between PCR
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and R/S when mortality does not decline
with age and when all age-l animals spawn.
(ii)

Under these circumstances PCR slightly
overestimates R/S because the spawning
contribution of the last age class is not
considered in the calculation of PCR.

(iii)

Changing the shape of the recruit-spawner
curve (modifying b) changes the equilibrium
spawning population but has no effect on
the ratio of PCR and R/S.

(iv)

Increasing the rate at which mortality
declines with age (increasing a) causes PCR
to underestimate R/S and this effect
increases with the value of M1, the mortality
of age-l animals.

(v)

Decreasing the proportion of age-l animals
that spawn (decreasingc) also results in PCR
underestimating R/S.

(vi)

When random variability is introduced for
M1 or c, the resulting distributions of PCR
broaden relative to R/S but additional bias
does not appear to be introduced.

(vii) When correlated random variability is
introduced for Ml and c, and a is set to 0.0,
PCR underestimates R/S by an average of
approximately 30%.

RELAXATION OF ASSUMPTIONS
VARIABLE RECRUITMENT
Another way to examine the performance of
PCR as an index of change in reproductive success
is to redefine recruitment as a cyclic function of
spawners such that:

where i is the iteration number, and b cycles
between 0 and b,, with a period of p iterations. As
reproductive success varies over time the ability of
PCR to track changes in R/S can be checked. For
this exercise b,, was set to 1 500 and p was set to
five iterations. If M, = 0.8, a = 0 and c = 1, PCR
follows the cycles of R/S without bias (Figure 5a).
The same is true for all levels of M, except that the
range of oscillations in R/S and PCR are greater
with higher levels of M,. With increasing values of
a, PCR continues to follow the cycles of R/S but

with a negative bias that varies over a relatively
small range (Figure 5b). With decreasing values
of c, PCR follows the cycles of R/S but also with a
negative bias that is largest at high values of R/S
and smallest at low values (Figure 5c). PCR will
still follow the cycles of R/S if M, and c are allowed
to vary randomly but the bias between PCR and
R/S is larger and not correlated with the phase of
the cycle (Figure 6a).
The effects of sampling errors were examined
by adding a random error term to R1 prior to
calculating PCR. The error term was uniformly
distributed about R1 with a range of ~ 2 0 % If
.
M1= 0.8, a = 0 and c = 1, PCR follows the cycles of
R/S with PCR/(R/S) ranging from 0.8 to 1.2
(Figure 6b). PCR will still follow the cycles of R/S
if M, and c are allowed to vary randomly but
PCR/(R/S) varies asymmetrically about 1 and not
correlated with the phase of the cycle (Figure 6c).
In summary, PCR is able to track cycles in
recruits per spawner (R/S) under the following
conditions: (i) mortality does not decline with age
(a = 0) and when all age-l animals spawn (c = 1);
(ii) GO% random sampling error in the estimate
of R1; (iii) random year-to-year variability in
mortality (0.6 to 1.0) and c (0 to 1);and (iv) the
inclusion of both sampling error in the estimate of
R1 and variability in mortality and c. Increasing a
and decreasing c causes PCR to underestimate R/S,
with the bias more pronounced at high levels
relative to low levels of R/S.
It is also clear from these simulations that PCR
is a better index of R/S than RI. As formulated in
this note, PCR is calculated from a single year's
sample of the krill population as a simple function
of R1 and an assumed post-recruit mortality rate.
As such, it is only an incremental improvement to
the use of RI. Other improvements may be obtained
by better characterisation of post-recruit mortality,
provision for non-spawning age-l and age-2
animals, and the inclusion of samples from more
than one year.

APPLICATION TO
ANTARCTIC KRILL
Assuming that M was equal to 0.8, a series of
R1 values, estimated from krill length-density
distributions obtained from sampling in the South
Shetland Islands (Loeb et al., 1997), was used to
generate a corresponding series of PCR values:
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Year
1978/79
1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991/92
1992/93
1993/94
1994/95
1995/96
1996/97'
1997/981t2

'

R1
0.069
0.599
0.757
0.663
0.119
0.214
0.175
0.633
0.291
0.275
0.063
0.099
0.587
0.012
0.029
0.125
0.622
0.198
0.120
0.0001

PCR
0.033302
0.671192
1.399761
0.883991
0.060693
0.122336
0.095312
0.775001
0.184421
0.170435
0.030211
0.049371
0.638635
0.005457
0.013420
0.064190
0.739372
0.110932
0.061272
0.000045

V. Loeb and V. Siegel,pers. comrn.

Reported as 0 but changed to 0.0001
for computational reasons.
Relatively good reproductive success is apparent
from spawning during the summers of 1980/81,
1987/88,1990/91 and 1994/95 (Figure 7). PCR as
an index of reproductive success is higher than R1
in all of these years except for the moderate year
class of 1990/91. The non-linear transformation of
R1 to PCR results in PCR being less than R1 at low
values and higher than R1 at high values. The
crossover, where PCR is greater than RI, is at an R1
value of approximately 0.55 (Figure 7) when it is
assumed that M was equal to 0.8.

on assumptions that: (i) post-recruit mortality does
not vary over age or between years; (ii) 100%
of age-l animals spawn; (iii) a representative
sample of the population is available; and (iv) the
proportion of age-l animals in the sample can
be determined unambiguously. A simple agestructured model was used to demonstrate that:
(i) the index was biased low if post-recruit
mortality decreased with increasing age or if not all
age-l or age-2 animals spawned; (ii) random
variability in mortality and/or proportion of age-l
spawners did not introduce additional bias; (iii)the
index was able to track cycles in recruits per
spawner even after the introduction of random
variability in mortality and the proportion of age-l
spawners, and a 20% sampling error. The index
may be considered a better measure of recruits per
spawner than the proportion of age-l animals in
the population. Under most circumstances, however,
the index may be considered a conservative
estimate (i.e. an underestimate) of recruits per
spawner.
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If actual mortality is larger than assumed or
if the proportion of spawners in any year class is
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Krill length-density distributions sampled over the period 1990-1999. Three strong year classes (1988,
1991 and 1995)are first evident when sampled as age-l animals. In the intervening years without strong
year classes the dominant length mode is shifted progressively larger until another strong year class is
produced.
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Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Surface plot of P C R as a function of R1 and M.

The ratio of P C R and R/S as a function of M1 and a
for an e uilibrium population when b = 100 and
c = 1, an1 M is assumed to be MI.
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Figure 4:

PCR/(R/S) as a function of c and M1 for equilibrium
populations when a = 0.0,O.l or 0.5 and b = 100, and M
is assumed to be M1.
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Figure 5:

Variability of R/S (heavy dashed line), R1 (dotted line), PCR (solid line) and PCR/(R/S) (heavy solid
line) over time as a response to introduced cycles in the relationship between spawners and recruits
when: (a)M1=O.g,a=O.Oandc= 1;(b)M~=0.8,a=0.5andc=1;and(c)M1=0.8,a=0.0andc=0.5.
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Figure 6:

Variability of R/S (heavy dashed line), R1 (dotted line), PCR (solid line) and PCR/(R/S) (heavy solid
line) over time as a response to introduced cycles in the relationship between spawners and recruits
when: (a) a = 0, M1 varies randomly between 0.6 and 1.0, and c varies random1 between 0 and 1;
(b) M1 = 0.8, o = 0.0, c = 1, and random sampling error added to the true value o ? ~ 1( d o % ) prior to
the calculation of PCR; and (c) when a = 0.0, M1 varies randomly between 0.6 and 1.0, c varies
randomly between 0 and 1, and random sampling error added to the true value of R1 ( d o % )prior to
the calculation of PCR.
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Figure 7:

Time series of PCR and R1 (a) and the relationshi between PCR and R1
(b)for Antarctic hill sampled in the vicinity of the Sbuth Shetland Islands.
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classes d'iiges semblent abondantes (1988, 1991 et 1995) lorsqu'elles sont echantillonn6es a l'iige 1.
Pendant les annees intermediaires denuees d e classes d'iiges abondantes, le mode d e longueurs
dominant se deplace vers des valeurs plus elevees, jusqu'a l'arrivee d'une autre classe d'sge
abondante.
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Trace d e la surface d e PCR e n tant que fonction d e R1 et M.
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Rapport entre PCR et R/S e n tant que fonction de M1et a pour une population equilibree lorsque b = 100
et c = 1 et que M est presume @treM1.
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PCR/(R/S) e n tant que fonction de c et M1pour les populations equilibrees lorsque a = 0,0,0,1 o u 0,5 et
b = 100 et que M est presume egal B Ml.
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Variabilite d e R/S (ligne e n tirets kpais), R1 (en pointillks), PCR (ligne fine continue) et PCR/(R/S) (ligne
continue epaisse) au cours d u temps e n tant que reponse aux cycles introduits dans le rapport entre
les reproducteurs et les recrues lorsque : (a)M1 = 0,8, a = 0,O et c = l ; (b)M, = 0,8, a = 0,5 et c = 1; et
(c)M, = 0 3 , a = 0,O et c = 0,5.
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Variabilite de R/S (ligne e n tirets epais), R1 ( e n pointilles), PCR (ligne fine continue) et PCR/(R/S) (ligne
continue Ppaisse) au cours d u temps e n tant que reponse aux cycles introduits dans le rapport entre les
reproducteurs et les recrues lorsque : ( a )a = 0, M1 varie d e maniere aleatoire entre 0,6 et 1,0, et c varie
de maniere aleatoire entre 0 et 1; ( b )M1 = 0,8, a = 0,0, c = 1, et une erreur df6chantillonnage aleatoire est
ajoutke a la vraie valeur d e R1 (&!O%)avant le calcul d e PCR; et (c)lorsque a = 0,0, Ml varie d e maniere
aleatoire entre 0,6 et 1,0, c varie de maniere aleatoire entre 0 et 1, et une erreur d'echantillonnage
aleatoire est ajoutee B la vraie valeur d e R1 ( G O % ) avant le calcul d e PCR.

Figure 7:

Serie chronologique de PCR et R1 (a) et rapport entre PCR et R1 (b) pour le krill antarctique
echantillonne autour des iles Shetland d u Sud.
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Figura 1:

Distribuciones d e la densidad de tallas del kril muestreadas entre 1990 y 1999. Se detectan por primera
vez tres clases anuales abundantes (1988,1991 y 1995) cuando se muestrean como animales de 1 aiio de
edad. En 10s afios intermedios cuando n o hay clases anuales abundantes, la moda de la talla
predominante aumenta progresivamente hasta que aparece otra clase anual abundante.

Figura 2:

Trazado de PCR e n funci6n d e R1 y M .

Figura 3:

Razon PCR/(R/S) e n funcion d e M , y a para una poblacion e n equilibrio cuando b = 100 y c = 1, y se
supone que M es igual a M1.

Figura 4:

PCR/(R/S) e n funcion de c y M1 para poblaciones e n equilibrio cuando a = 0,0,0,1 o 0,5 y b = 100, y se
supone que M es igual a M,.

Figura 5:

Variabilidad d e R/S (linea discontinua gruesa), R1 (linea punteada), PCR (linea continua) y PCR/(R/S)
(linea gruesa) e n el tiempo e n respuesta a la introduccion de ciclos e n las relaciones entre reproductores
y reclutas cuando: ( a )M 1 = 0,8, a = 0,O y c = 1; (b)M 1 = 0,8, a = 0,5 y c = l ;y ( c )M , = 0,8, a = 0,O y c = 0,5.

Figura 6:

Variabilidad de R/S (linea discontinua gruesa), R1 (linea punteada), PCR (linea continua) y PCR/(R/S)
(linea gruesa) e n el tiempo e n respuesta a la introduccion de ciclos e n las relaciones entre reproductores
y reclutas cuando: (a)a = 0, M I varia aleatoriamente entre 0,6 y 1,0, y c varia aleatoriamente entre 0 y
1; (b)M 1 = 0,8, a = 0,0, c = 1, y un error del muestreo aleatorio agregado a1 valor d e R1 (rt20%)antes del
calculo d e PCR; y (c) cuando a = 0.0, M1 varia aleatoriamente entre 0,6 y 1,0, c varia aleatoriamente
entre 0 y 1, y se introduce un error d e muestreo aleatorio a1 valor verdadero d e R1 (rt20%) antes del
ci~lculod e PCR.

Figura 7:

Serie cronologica de PCR y R1 (a)y la relacion entre PCR y R1 (b)para el kril antartico muestreado e n
10s alrededores de las islas Shetland del Sur.

